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Abstract:

The question I am trying to answer is whether the form of alcohol-based hand sanitizer

affects the amount of bacteria killed off. The experiment I conducted to answer this question is

that I applied 10mm absorbent disks to a petri dish that had the bacteria on it. I then applied hand

sanitizers in it’s separate forms to the disks, and after a day I came back and measure the area of

killed off bacteria around the disks. What I concluded is that the spray form of alcohol-based

hand sanitizer is more effective at killing off larger areas of bacteria. On both trials the spray

form of hand sanitizer averaged significantly higher in area of killed off bacter than the it’s gel

form counterpart. All of the ANOVA test outcomes calculated a significant result.

Hypothesis:

If Alcohol-based hand sanitizer is applied in gel form there will be less E. coli left on the

surface then when Alcohol-based hand sanitizer is applied in spray form because there is more

time for the gel to neutralize bacteria.

Researchable question:

How does the form that you apply alcohol-based hand sanitizer affect the growth of E.

coli.
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Background research:

How does changing alcohol-based hand sanitizer’s form affect the amount of bacteria left

after application? There is a large demand for hand sanitizers right now because of Covid-19, but

what form of hand sanitizer is most effective? First, it must be known what hand sanitizer is,

“Hand sanitizer is a chemical solution that kills microscopic life upon application” (Kahn 5).

There are two types of hand sanitizers, alcohol-based hand sanitizer which kills almost all

harmful bacterias it comes in contact with, and anti-bacterial hand sanitizers which contain

additional chemicals such as triclosan or triclocarban, which kill almost all bacteria they come

into contact with (Meadows, Suax 1). Alcohol-based hand sanitizer can be made and applied in

four forms, there are wipes which are wipes that have a alcohol-based solution soaked into them

for application upon wiping hands, foam which is found in a dispenser that mixes air and a hand

sanitizer solution to form a foam that dissolves and is absorbed into your hands  from being

spread out by rubbing, gel which when applied to hands quickly is absorbed from being spread

out by rubbing, and spray which when applied has to be spread out quickly in order to be

effective against bacteria because it is absorbed and evaporated quickly and is only effective on

the surface it touches(Larson, Cohen, Baxter 1). The negative attribute of Antibacterial hand

sanitizers is that some bacteria mutate with a natural resistance and then they survive the

application and live on to reproduce, this causes antibiotic resistant bacteria which are not as

affected from application (Kahn 5). The way that alcohol-based hand sanitizers kill bacteria and

viruses is by dissolving their outer membrane. The alcohol molecule is polar with a hydrophilic

hydroxyl group on the end and this disrupts the protein and lipid molecules that make up the

outer shell of the bacterium and virus, then since the outer coating is gone the cytoplasm and its

contents are not contained spill out (Fuls, Turner, Rodgers 1). Hand sanitizer is used to help
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eliminate bacteria and viruses on skin and other similar surfaces. The use of hand sanitizer is

recommended in the absence of soap and water, but it is not effective against visibly dirty and

greasy hands, this is because there is a barrier between some of the bacteria and the Alcohol

applied (Kahn 4). A research team has done an experiment that compared alcohol-based hand

sanitizer to hand soap’s effectiveness for killing Norwalk virus, it was found that the hand soap

was suppoir in killing off the Norwalk virus, hence why hand sanitizer should be used in the

absence or hand washing materials (Yuen, et al. 1). The amount of alcohol matters in the hand

sanitizer’s effectiveness against bacteria, this is because if there is more alcohol there is more of

it to come in contact with the bacteria, though once you get beyond a certain amount the

effectiveness flattens out because there is already enough to sufficiently eliminate the bacteria

(Karibasappa, et al. 1). Over all alcohol-based hand sanitizer is more effective and practical for a

typical public life in the absence of a sink, water, and soap, but antibacterial hand sanitizer

should be used in hospitals and other environment which commonly come in contact with deadly

diseases because unless the disease is antibacterial resistant then antibiotics are more effective

(Steinmann, et al. 1). There have been many experiments done to try to grasp the effectiveness of

alcohol-based hand sanitizer and antibiotic based hand sanitizer so there can be a knowledge on

where they are effective.

There was a study by the Journal of Advanced Oral Research. They found that “Hand

sanitizers are more effective when used in appropriate amount. Proper use, duration of exposure,

and frequency of use also play an important role in relatable effectiveness of the hand sanitizer.

For the outcome of sanitizers, the presence of the infectious agent on the host should be

susceptible to the active ingredient present in the product” (Singh, Potlia, Malhotra) This means

that when used in an appropriate amount and when the bacteria on your hand is susceptible or
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vulnerable to the base of the hand sanitizer you are using then there will be a large reduction in

the amount of bacteria left on the hand. This experiment is important and related to my project

because it says that if the amount of hand sanitizer changes the effectiveness changes with it,

though if the amount of hand sanitizer stops affecting the bacteria left once it gets beyond 4ml

(Singh, Potlia, Malhotra 1). The study also said that “Hand washing is as essential as eating food.

It is the best way to be healthy and to stay away from various diseases. Soap plays an important

role in removing dust, microbes, and lubrication, maintaining good health every day. In

comparison to the hand sanitizer, soap and water are more efficacious in removing certain

microbes, pesticides” (Singh, Potlia, Malhotra 1). This means that the study found that you need

clean hands to minimize the chance of getting sick or poisoned from eating, this is because

washing your hands kills and washes off the viruses and bacteria. The statement also says that

hand sanitizer only removes certain microbes and pesticides so this means that hand sanitizer is a

substitution for hand washing.

There was another experiment conducted that was called “Comparative assessment of

antimicrobial efficacy of different hand sanitizers: An in vitro study.” and was published in the

Dental research journal. The study’s purpose was to find out which of these four major hand

sanitizer producers, Dettol, Lifebuoy, PureHands, and Sterillium hand sanitizers was most

effective at killing off Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, Pseudomonas

aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, and Enterococcus faecalis.These are all bacteria and viruses that

humans often come into contact with and the researchers wanted to find out which brand of hand

sanitizer producers. The researchers found that Sterillium performed best in all trials against all

the diseases by eliminating the most bacteria. The researchers said that “Hands are considered to

be the primary route for transmitting microbes and infections to the individuals. Personal as well
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as hand hygiene is important to prevent many communicable diseases” (Karibasappa, et al. 2).

This means that keeping your hands clean helps stop the spread of communicable diseases, and

in the absence of soap and water, hand sanitizer is a safe way to help eliminate diseases from

your hands and therefore protect you and others. The researchers also found what producer of

hand sanitizer makes the most effective hand sanitizer that works best at eliminating a number of

common diseases. This is important to my experiments and paper because now that I know that

different producers can make hand sanitizer more effective than others, this is important because

now that I know to have a controlled experiment I would have to use the same brand, because if I

did not then the experiments could be affected by more than just the form of the hand sanitizer.

There was a study published in the Journal of Hospital Infection, the purpose of the study

was to share an experiment’s results on comparing alcohol-based hand sanitizers to anti-bacterial

hand sanitizers’ effectiveness against polio-, adeno-, vaccinia- and bovine viral diarrhoea virus

(BVDV) as well as feline calicivirus (FCV) and murine norovirus (MNV) (Steinmann, et al. 1).

The information gained from the experiment that followed was that the alcohol-based hand

sanitizer “sufficiently” killed off all of the bacterium while that antibiotic hand sanitizer only

worked on BVDV and the vaccinia virus (Steinmann, et al. 1). This is important to my project

and experiment because it shows that alcohol based hand sanitizers are more effective at killing

common viruses and bacteria than antibacterial hand sanitizers, this is because some of the

diseases featured in the experiment have developed a resistance to the chemicals used in

antibacterial hand sanitizers through evolution making the antibacterials less effective against

those types of diseases. This means that one form of hand sanitizer is supporior in killing the

widest range of diseases, but the researchers also found when the antibacterial hand sanitizer was

effective against a disease it killed off more of the bacteria than the alcohol-based hand sanitizer
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(Steinmann,et al. 1). This is because the chemicals in antibacterial hand sanitizer are more harsh

but are also blocked by some mutations in the bacteria (Steinmann, et al. 1).

In all the experiments mentioned in my paper I noticed that there are no experiments on

the spray form of hand sanitizer, which is a very common way to use and carry hand sanitizer

around. The pros of this method are that the hand sanitizer is more spread out upon application

and there are no artificial chemicals to make the hand sanitizer more sticky or more colorful

because the spray almost immediately is evaporated or soaked into your skin, another thing is

that the bottles only need a liquid form instead of gel form so application is faster and requires

less materials than the gel form of alcohol based sanitizers(Khan 4). Since there is a lack of

research on this area this could be a useful and valuable experiment opportunity and researchable

question opportunity. Upon further examination I saw that the gel form of hand sanitizer on

average is the one that stays on your hand longest (Karibasappa,et al. 1). I think because of the

lack of information on the spray form of alcohol based hand sanitizer how gel form is the form

that stays on your hand the longest I will compare these two in an experiment with a control

group that has no alcohol-based hand sanitizer in any form applied to the petri dish in any

amount. I think my researchable question will have the gel form of hand sanitizer be the option

thought of a superior and that the question will compare the spray form in the secondary or less

good option. I think that “How does the form that you apply alcohol-based hand sanitizer affect

how much bacteria is left on a surface?” would be a good researchable question because it

includes the two forms that I want to compare in my experiment and bacteria that I can use safely

without putting me or anyone else doing the experiment in danger. I plan to structure my

experiment around this question.
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Material list:

1. 1 Pipet and tips

2. Liquid culture of E. coli strain HB101

3. 2 test tubes

4. Distilled water

5. 8 large petri dishes.

6. 48 5mm absorbent disks

7. 75% alcohol gel hand sanitizer

8. 75% alcohol sanitizing hand spray

9. Ruler (mm)

10. Computer

Operational definitions:

● E. coli, when I say this I do not mean the bacteria found in human excrement, I mean the

harmless, lab created strain called E. coli HB101.

● 75% alcohol, when I say this I mean the percentage of the liquid/gel is made from

alcohol, different brands of hand sanitizer have different percentages of alcohol that they

put in their product. It was essential to the experiment to have equal amounts of alcohol

in the hand sanitizers to avoid unfair advantages.

Procedures:

1. Assemble all equipment

2. Lay out petri dishes in groups of 4

3. Label one group spray and the other group gel
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4. Dilute the liquid culture of bacteria twice in a 9 distilled water to a 1 bacteria within the

test tubes

5. Using the twice diluted test tube swab the petri dishes

6. Lay out 6 absorbent disks on each petri dish equal distance from each other and the side,

have one occupy the middle

7. Apply 15 microliters of the gel form hand sanitizer  using a pipet to each absorbent disk

in the petri dish group labeled “gel form”

8. Apply 15 microliters of the spray form hand sanitizer using a pipet to each absorbent disk

in the petri dish group labeled “spray form”

9. Proceed to incubate the petri dishes for 24 hours

10. Come back and measure the area where there are no bacteria colonies around the

absorbent disks

Results:

Data tables:

Trial one:

Alcohol-based hand sanitizer in spray form Alcohol-based hand sanitizer in gel form.

168mm2 110mm2 165mm2 80mm2 36mm2 56mm2

90mm2 156mm2 143mm2 42mm2 100mm2 49mm2

285mm2 224mm2 132mm2 36mm2 56mm2 49mm2

126mm2 182mm2 240mm2 56mm2 72mm2 42mm2
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Average: 168.4166667 Average: 56.16666667

SD: 56.8002214 SD: 19.20621743

Trial two:

gel(mm) spray(mm)

108mm2 240mm2

110mm2 108mm2

120mm2 168mm2

56mm2 221mm2

56mm2 306mm2

72mm2 210mm2

99mm2 360mm2

80mm2 324mm2

42mm2 380mm2

49mm2 306mm2

154mm2 378mm2
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132mm2 437mm2

49mm2 270mm2

64mm2 255mm2

72mm2 345mm2

90mm2 504mm2

72mm2 204mm2

56mm2 399mm2

Averages:

82.27777778mm2 300.8333333mm2

Standard deviation:

31.96837694 100.9660688

Photos:

Trial one:
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Trail two:

Trail one chart:
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Trail two chart:
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Conclusions:

In both bar graphs that have the collected data we can see that spray is more effective at killing

off large amounts of bacteria. We can claim this because both the error bars do not cross meaning

that the results are valid. The result is also significant according to an ANOVA test meaning it

passed. A difference between the two rounds is that I had more experiments in the second trail

than the first trail. Also a lot more bacteria was killed off in trial #2 in both  treatments than in

trail #1. The data does not support the hypothesis because in my experiment I concluded that the

spray form of hand sanitizer is more effective at killing off bacteria, but in my hypothesis I

hypothesized that the gel form would be more effective because it evaporates less quickly. I

made sure that both hand sanitizers had the same alcohol concentration so that that couldn’t have

affected the results. I am not sure why the spray form would be more effective at killing off

bacteria. Maybe it is because the gel could be less efficient at killing off the bacteria because it is
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less fluid than the liquid form of bacteria. I learned while carrying out my experiments that when

doing an experiment involving petri dishes the optimal time to leave them is 12hrs-36hrs. A

possible way to test my revised hypothesis is that you apply equal amounts of hand sanitizers in

their separate forms to equal amounts of people and after application swab the hands. Then

measure the amount of bacteria on the petri dishes and compare the amounts left from the spray

form to the gel form. It would need to be a very large sample size to get a reliable average

because different people could have different amounts of bacteria on their hands. This

experiment to test my revised hypothesis would have to be done in a lab because in the process

there is a likely possibility of growing harmful/dangerous bacteria on the petri dishes.
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